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South East Local Centre
Register an interest [1]
Email the South East local centre [2]

We are a group of meteorological enthusiasts from the South East interested in weather and
climate. The audience for our talks ranges from professionals to amateurs. Meetings are
usually on the first Wednesday of the month at the Department of Meteorology, University of
Reading and other activities include visits to places of meteorological interest. Membership of
the group is open to all. For further information please contact us on the email below.

[3]

Follow the SE Local Centre on Twitter [3]

The South East Local Centre is located at the University of Reading.
University of Reading, Sutcliffe Lecture Theatre (GU01), Department of Meteorology, Earley
Gate, Whiteknights, Reading RG6 7BE.
Finding the Meteorology Department at UoR | The Department of Meteorology is
accessible through the Earley Gate entrance of the Whiteknights Campus of the University of
Reading. The Meteorology building is number 58 on the map below. Sat-Nav users should
use the postcode RG6 7BE to get to the Earley Gate entrance. Parking on site is FREE from
5pm.
See here for more information on how to get to the University of Reading >> [4]
• Whiteknights Campus ( Earley Gate) bus timetables | Download Here [5]
If you would like further information on South East Local Centre meetings please see our
website or email southeast@RMetS.org [6]
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SE Local Centre meetings are aimed at a general audience and are free and open to all.
The SE Local Centre committee welcomes suggestions for future talks and offers of help from
anyone who would like to get more involved in helping to run the centre. For further
information, please contact meetings@RMetS.or [7]g

Contact:

[1]

Upcoming meetings
No upcoming meetings
Past Meetings [8]
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